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Abstract. We consider in this paper concerns related to the construction of
adaptive replicated database systems. We consider adaptivity in the sense that
the replication control protocols can be replaced at runtime. The development
of such systems requires to face with complex structural and (distributed) algo-
rithmic concerns such as (i) the integration of replication control protocols with
the application code, (ii) the implementation of non-functional requirements, as
replication control protocol interchangeability, in a modular way, (iii) the obser-
vation and handling of events in a distributed system, and (iv) the consistency of
the replication control mechanism. In this paper, we show a way to tackle these
concerns by using the Strategy, Observer and Singleton Design Patterns, as well
as Aspect Oriented Programming (AOP) mechanisms.

Resumo. Este artigo trata de preocupações relacionadas com a construção de
sistemas replicados adaptativos. Nós consideramos o sistema adaptativo na me-
dida em que este permite a substituição de protocolos de controle de replicação
em tempo de execução. O desenvolvimento destes sistemas requer o confronto
de problemas estruturais e algorı́tmicos (distribuı́dos) complexos como (i) a
integração de protocolos de controle de replicação com o código da aplicação,
(ii) a implementação de requisitos não funcionais, como a habilidade de se
substituir protocolos de controle de replicação de uma forma modular, (iii) a
observação e tratamento de eventos em um sistema distribuı́do, e (iv) a con-
sistência do controle de replicação. Neste artigo, são apresentadas aplicações
dos padrões de projeto Strategy, Observer e Singleton, e de mecanismos de
Programação Orientada a Aspectos (POA) na implementação de soluções dos
problemas mencionados.



1. Introduction
Data replication provides enhanced availability in database systems. Replication control
protocols coordinate the access on replicated objects during the execution of transactions,
offering some degree of one-copy view of the system. Many replication control protocols
do exist, each of them adapted to a particular replication scenario (full or partial replica-
tion, for instance), to a given transaction isolation level, and also to a node failure and/or
disconnection situation [Wiesmann et al. 2000]. The miscellanea of replication control
protocols and also possible on-the-fly modifications of user requirements on data access,
motivate the study of adaptivity of these protocols.

As an example of replication control variability, lets suppose a replicated system
in which users of mobile computers keep a partial copy of enterprise data in their devices.
Data replicated in mobile devices is locked with exclusive access to the mobile user at
the server. While the mobile device is disconnected, local data items are locally updated
without synchronization with database servers. After the journey, the user connects its
device to a network and updates the server with the modifications it has executed on
the copies. The synchronization could happen by simply sending the updated data and
committing them into the server´s database. However, by holding the exclusive locks
on a portion of data, any user is prevented to query or update that data, a too restrictive
approach if we consider data access activities that could happen before the nomadic user
comes back to its office. So, that replication method could be replaced by another one
in which update transactions can be issued by the database administrator (for database
maintenance) or by a manager (for updating prices of products or including new items
into the database). The latter method requires to change the access constraints imposed
to the database administrator (or manager), which will acquire exclusive access to the
portion of the database that was replicated.

In our work, we consider that applications that are built with access synchroniza-
tion issues, related to replication and concurrency control protocols, are complex and
difficult to develop. We claim that those issues are orthogonal to business rules and ac-
cordingly they should be implemented in a separate and modular way.

Moreover, we intend to allow the replacement of replication control methods to
be executed dynamically, i.e. without the need of shutting down the application and then
starting the deployment of a new replication control method. Different replication con-
trol strategies can be provided by the system and then attached to (or detached from) the
application on runtime. If we consider that the replacement is executed at runtime, the
scenario depicted above requires the implementation of a system wide replication con-
trol replacement algorithm. These distributed algorithm implementation issues are also
complex and quite apart from functional requirements of typical commercial applications.
With our architecture, the adaptivity with respect to replication control can be integrated
to applications in a loosely coupled way.

Aspect Oriented Programming (AOP) [Kiczales et al. 1997] and Design Patterns
[Gamma et al. 1994] play a central role in our architecture. The adaptivity requirements
of our system demand the ability to intercept database access events and also to dynam-
ically attach and detach the code of the replication control protocols. For this, one ap-
proach that we experienced was the weaving of aspects with replication control function-
alities into the program code at run-time with the help of dynamic weavers, in particular



AspectWerkz [AspectWerkz 2007]. With dynamic weaving, the application code is instru-
mented with the code of aspects at any time in program’s execution. Another approach
we considered was the use of a static weaver and design patterns to allow the required
adaptivity. Design patters such as Strategy, Singleton and Observer seemed to be well
suited to our purposes and did not require more than the static weaving capabilities. In
our opinion, the use of a static weaver with adaptivity functionalities structured as design
patterns provided a more clear software architecture, thanks to the natural advantages of
using those well known patterns. So, this paper describes the approach for adaptivity
based on AOP, using the AspectJ [Kiczales et al. 2001] language, and design patterns.

We note that we are not proposing new aspect patterns, but only experiment-
ing well established aspect and design patterns to modularize the algorithmic issues as-
sociated with replication control adaptivity. On a previous work [Tavares et al. 2006]
was investigated the use of aspects as a means of intercepting and treating database ac-
cess operations for transparent replication control implementation. Here, we included
the use of design patterns to treat (i) the integration of replication control protocols
with the application code, (ii) the implementation of non-functional requirements, as
replication control protocol interchangeability, in a modular way, (iii) the observation
and handling of events in a distributed system, and (iv) the consistency of the repli-
cation control mechanism. As a central element in our architecture, we defined a
MiddlewareApplicationInterface aspect that provides pointcuts for relevant
database access and adaptivity events. Our aspect can be seen as a variation of the Ap-
plication Monitor aspect pattern, presented by Coelho et. al. in [Coelho et al. 2006] for
another application context, namely, performance analysis and thread execution monitor-
ing.

The rest of the paper is structured such that we present, in section 2, a background
on replication control protocols, on the data access interface assumptions, and on aspect
oriented programming. A motivation for adaptivity of replication control, and the con-
cerns that the design of an adaptive replicated architecture has to deal with are presented
in section 3. Then we present, in section 4, our design solutions for these concerns. Sec-
tion 5 depicts some application code snippets intended to show the benefits of the AOP
and design pattern structure we propose. Section 6 discusses some previous work and
section 7 concludes the paper. A short description of our solutions can also be found in
[Couto et al. 2011].

2. Background
2.1. Adaptive Replication Control
Concurrency control protocols handle operations (writes and reads) that access shared
data and ensure some data consistency criterion. The coherency of object copies is en-
sured by replication control protocols. The coherency of objects provides the user with an
one-copy view of data, that is, a view that is equivalent to a view of data in a non replicated
system [Bernstein et al. 1987]. Concurrency and replication control protocols cooperate
in order to achieve the desired isolation and coherency levels. For the sake of notation
simplicity, we will refer to these protocols simply as replication control protocols, or just
“protocols”, in the rest of the paper.

The adaptivity in our system relates to the ability to dynamically replace some



replication control protocol by another one. The replacement has to obey the rules of a
“meta protocol” so that the execution both of data accesses on behalf of an application and
of the replication control protocol remains correct. That correctness can be formalized in
terms of protocol replacement safety properties (e. g. [Fritzke Jr. et al. 2008])

2.2. Data Access Interface

Replication control protocols are defined in terms of the treatment of read and write
operations executed on replicated data on behalf of a transaction. Instead of the ab-
stract read and write primitives, we adopted the method interface provided by a database
session using a database connectivity API. In particular, we adopted the JDBC API
[Ellis et al. 2001] as the interface available to the application to access data. A session
lasts active after a database connection procedure until the corresponding disconnection.
During a session, an application accesses local data by the means of well defined public
update and query methods provided by the JDBC API. At the end of a connection, the
application can commit or roll-back their updates.

2.3. Aspect Oriented Programming

In the following paragraphs we briefly describe the adopted concepts of Aspect Oriented
Programming (AOP), based on a widely used terminology [Kiczales et al. 2001].

An aspect allows to define a unit of code that treats crosscutting concerns in a
modular way1. An aspect consists mainly of advices and pointcuts, and, as object classes,
may have internal state and behavior.

A pointcut is a syntactic structure of the aspect that identifies well defined points
on the execution of the application. These points are called join points. Examples of join
points are method calls, exception throws, accesses to object attributes, among others.

By specifying pointcuts, the programmer is able to handle the execution of the
application at the join points. The code that implements that handling of joint points is
placed on advices. Advices are invoked automatically when a join point is reached by
the execution point. More precisely, the programmer may define if the advice is executed
before, after or in place of (around) the computation associated to the join point. In the
latter case the advice’s code may either allow the execution of the join point’s computation
to proceed or bypass it at all.

Aspects may also include introductions that specify inter-type declarations and
modify class definitions. For example, inheritance and implementation relations between
classes/interfaces can be imposed to the application classes, as well as attributes and meth-
ods can be included into those classes.

The composition of aspects and classes is carried out by a weaver mechanism.
The weaving process is either static, when the composition happens at compile or class
loading time, or dynamic, when the composition happens at any time after the execution
of the system has started.

1In the context of our work, crosscutting concerns are the replication control functionalities and adap-
tivity actions that, without AOP and design patterns, would permeate the application’s code.



3. Motivating Example

We show in this section, as a straightforward example, a commercial application in which
representatives travel with mobile computers aiming at selling product items from a man-
ufacturing industry. Product descriptions (as the number of items in stock and prices) are
replicated over a server-side database and a client-side database, the latter located in the
seller’s mobile computer. All accesses to the database happens through the JDBC API,
possibly by the means of application data access objects (DAOs). For the sake of simplic-
ity, we consider only a two-node total replication, i. e. there is a server node and a mobile
node, both nodes holding copies of the entire database.

For this application, we consider three replication control protocols based on
[Holliday et al. 2000]: check-out, sign-off and relaxed check-out modes. Figure 1
sketches a server node, and a mobile node while disconnected from the enterprise net-
work.

With check-out mode (Figure 1-a), a mobile node travels with modifiable data,
usually a portion of the database, while other nodes are not allowed to access the data
that was checked-out by the mobile node. Accordingly, the seller has the right to change
product items attributes, for instance, to update the stock state as his/her customers order
product items. However, to keep replication consistent, the server-side application is not
able to access the data hold by the seller. When the mobile node reconnects, it updates
the server-side database copy with the new state of the data.

With sign-off mode (Figure 1-b) when a mobile node disconnects from the network
it keeps copies of read-only data. The server-side application is then able to update the
database, allowing a manager to alter product items prices, for example. When the mobile
node reconnects to the server side application, it synchronizes its database state based on
the server-side one.

These two modes provide strong consistency (one-copy serializability
[Bernstein et al. 1987]). A third method, relaxed check-out mode, allows connected
nodes to “browse” the data that was checked-out by the mobile node. This ensures a
lower consistency level as long as the server-side node users can browse old data.

Replacement of the replication control mode can take place just before the mobile
node disconnects from the server. In that situation, a check-out mode will allow a con-
venient access to product items data at the client side. When the mobile node reconnects
to the server, the server-side application claims to itself the data access starting a basic
sign-off mode.

The first two replication control strategies can be implemented by the means
of locking mechanisms provided by transactional database management systems
[Bernstein et al. 1987], requesting for example, exclusive locks and shared locks on data
items on behalf of transactions. The third method would require the availability of browse
locks, that allow transactions to read data that is being written by other transactions.
Browse locks implementations are unusual in commercial database management systems
(DBMS’s). If the programmer needs to implement all these methods it needs to rely on
(possibly limited) transactional mechanisms of DBMS’s [Holliday et al. 2000]. There-
fore, it is worth to implement middleware mechanisms that allow the programmer to
choose the most adequate data access method, according to the actual application needs.
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Figure 1. Check-out and sign-off replication control protocols.

However, these mechanisms are expected to be replaceable at runtime, otherwise the
application, both in the client and in the server sides, would need to be shutdown and
restarted at every replication control change.

The three replication strategies depicted above provide simple scenarios of repli-
cation control needs. However, other replication control methods could be used to fulfill
other non functional requirements. The literature presents several replication control pro-
tocols, some of them for strong consistency levels and other for more relaxed consistency.
In the latter case, the protocols are designed to avoid deadlocks (e.g. [Gray et al. 1996])
and to minimize data access latency in mobile systems (e.g. [Holliday et al. 2000],
[Shapiro et al. 2000] and [Fritzke Jr. et al. 2004]).

3.1. Concerns

Constructing such a middleware is a non trivial problem, that involves complex structural
and distributed algorithmic concerns. We identified four key concerns, that are defined in
the following.

Concern 1: The integration of replication control with the application code.
Replication control is obtained by coordinating the access of data on behalf of an appli-
cation (or a transaction) by controlling the execution of primitive data access primitives.
Considering the JDBC API, these operations are update and query methods. Thus, repli-
cation control has somehow to inspect and follow the execution flow of application code,
and according to the execution context it takes the appropriate measures. For instance,
updates on local data might be eventually disseminated to other nodes in the replicated
system, and transactions on replicated data should also be committed only after a global
decision is reached by the nodes that wrote into data copies. The integration of replication
control is usually done by tangling the control code into the application’s code or by us-
ing some transparent but proprietary synchronization scheme of the underlaying database
management system. While the former method may allow some flexibility in the replica-



tion method implementation - as it is left as an application’s programmer responsibility!-,
the latter method limits the programmer to use the replication methods provided by the
database management system. We believe that the benefits of both methods should be
combined: the replication should be transparent to the programmer, but it should also be
allowed to him/her to define or reuse code that provide that functionality.

In our example, the access on data executed by calls on the JDBC API interface
is supposed to be controlled in order to ensure the access rules imposed by the proto-
col under execution. If the access is started in the seller’s computer under the sign-off
mode, update accesses have to be either blocked or an access exception has to be thrown
to the application. We intend to allow that control without tangling its code within the
application’s code, nor by relying on DBMS’s specific mechanisms.

Concern 2: The implementation of non-functional requirements in a modular
way, allowing protocol variants to be interchanged. Some issues like the diversity of
replication control protocols and the complexity of the protocol’s internal details should
be hidden from the application’s logic. This encapsulation should however be obtained
without compromising the ability to change one protocol by another one. After the iden-
tification and interception of some execution point of the application, the corresponding
treatment by the replication control protocol should be delegated to the current active
protocol implementation.

Considering our application, the treatment of an update operation is different ac-
cording to the replication control protocol. In a disconnected mobile computer, the update
will be executed under the check-out mode, but, as discussed before, it will be blocked
under sign-off mode. The different update operation implementations should be encap-
sulated behind an method interface. The concrete implementation is supposed to execute
the correct operation treatment.

Concern 3: The observation and handling of events generated in a distributed
environment. As mentioned above, the mechanisms that provide replication control rely
on the execution flow of the application to decide on the distributed synchronization to
be executed. The same holds for adaptivity mechanisms that take into account not only
the execution of the application, but also the execution flow of the replication control pro-
tocol itself. For example, a protocol change cannot occur before the fate of any active
transaction is defined on all nodes of the replicated system. This inspection can be driven
by events launched by the application and replication protocols, indicating for example
that a transaction has started or terminated. This events have to be observed and subse-
quently treated by a “meta protocol” that governs the adaptivity of replication control in
the overall system. After these events, all nodes that execute operations on behalf of an
application’s transaction have to agree both on when a protocol replacement can occur,
and on which new protocol has to be attached to the nodes when a replacement occurs.
Thus, all nodes have to observe these events in a consistent way.

When the mobile user re-connects to the network, the current protocol, say a
check-out protocol, can potentially be replaced by a sign-off protocol. In order to allow
such a replacement, both mobile and server nodes have to agree on the database session
in execution. Until there is a database session in execution under the check-out protocol
in any node, another protocol attachment has to be prevented. When the last database



access session terminates, all nodes must be aware of that event, and then they are able to
start a protocol replacement procedure. Moreover, if different nodes request to replace the
current protocol with a distinct new protocol, they have also to agree on only one protocol
choice, otherwise inconsistent accesses on the database could take place. For example,
if the server node attaches the sign-off mode and the mobile node attaches a check-out
mode, both are allowed to update the same data concurrently, violating the isolation level
ensured by either of the protocols. By ensuring that transaction termination events and
protocol replacement events are perceived by the nodes in a consistent way, the mentioned
issues could be easily avoided.

Concern 4: The consistency of the replication control mechanism. Several
protocols can be deployed on the system, but only one protocol has to control the execu-
tion of transactions, in particular transactions that access the same object with conflicting
operations. After a global synchronization, a new protocol can be attached to the nodes,
and only then that protocol becomes the unique one that governs the global execution of
transactions. From the structural point-of-view, the system’s architecture has to ensure
that modules that implement replication control are unique throughout the system.

When the seller’s mobile computer disconnects from the network with a check-
out protocol attached on both server and mobile node, all access operations need to be
controlled by that protocol. It has to be unique in a system wide scale. And so should be
every other protocol that will possibly replace the check-out protocol.

4. Proposed Solutions
4.1. Architecture Overview
Figure 2 depicts the overall conceptual model of our proposed solutions. The
MiddlewareApplicationInterface aspect intercepts relevant execution points,
defined by method calls on the JDBC API as well as on the Protocol class. To deal
with distributed agreement services, we used a group communication system, here repre-
sented by the GroupCommunicationClass. These classes and aspect cooperate to
solve the concerns described in subsection 3.1. In the following subsections, we present
this model in more detail. The aspects are represented according to the notation adopted
in [Castor Filho et al. 2007].

4.2. Concern 1 - The integration of replication control with the application code
We assume that the application code accesses data by the means of the JDBC
API and can also interact with the meta protocol to request replication control re-
placement. In order to modularize the integration of both replication control and
meta protocol with the application we benefit from AOP. Accordingly, we defined a
MiddlewareApplicationInterface aspect to monitor the relevant application
events that launch replication control processing and that could interfere with the replica-
tion control adaptivity.

With respect to data accesses, were defined pointcuts on methods of the JDBC
API to deal with two issues:

• Implementation of data access constraints according to the replication control un-
der execution. These actions are implemented by replication strategies, discussed
in section 4.3.
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Figure 2. The overall architecture of the implemented aspects and design pat-
terns.

• Implementation of restrictions imposed by the meta protocol. Some safety prop-
erties must be ensured, in spite of concurrent protocol replacement requests and
session executions. The discussion of these safety properties comes out of scope
of this paper, but according to [Fritzke Jr. et al. 2008] the meta protocol must en-
sure that: (i) individual copies of data must be accessed under the control of only
one replication protocol; (ii) during all phases of a transaction, it is governed by
only one protocol; and (iii) transactions accessing data with conflicting operations
have to be governed by the same protocol. These properties are implemented with
help of the Observer design pattern described in subsection 4.4.

For this, three pointcuts on the JDBC API (Figure 2) were defined:

• Session connection initialization, allowing to notify both protocol and meta proto-
col about a new database access session. This pointcut defines calls to the method
DriverManager.getConnection(String, String, String) as
join points.
• Session disconnection, allowing to notify both protocol and meta protocol about

a terminated database access session. This pointcut is associated with calls to
Connection.close().
• Data updates, allowing to notify both protocol and meta protocol about new

database updates and transactions limits (start and commit operations). This point-
cut is associated with calls to Statement.executeUpdate(String).

With respect to adaptivity actions, an interface visible to the application code
was defined by an abstract Protocol class (Figure 2). That interface, discussed
in the next section, is also intercepted and treated by the aspect in order to ensure
meta protocol safety properties. In particular, the Protocol class provides a public



void changeProtocol(Protocol p) method that allows an application to re-
quest a protocol replacement. This method is intercepted by an advice that forwards the
protocol replacement to the meta protocol.

At every join point, a corresponding advice intercepts the application execution
flow, associating the required action to the actual replication control rules. Moreover, the
meta protocol is informed about the current state of the database sessions and transactions.
After the action inspection and treatment, the normal execution flow of the application is
recovered.

4.3. Concern 2 - The flexibility of protocol variants replaceability
To reach the flexibility with respect to replication control protocol replacement, we
adopted the Strategy design pattern [Gamma et al. 1994]. An abstract Protocol class
encapsulates specific protocol methods behind a common interface. With concrete sub-
classes of Protocol, the middleware is allowed to dynamically attach new replication
protocols to the system.

A Protocol class provides a public method to obtain the current protocol in
use. This method is the only way to get access to the current replication control protocol
instance. The Protocol class also provides a method to request a protocol replacement.
That method is used by the application to start the attachment of new replication control
protocol and this action is handled by the MiddlewareApplicationInterface
aspect, as mentioned above, in order to provide a global synchronization with respect to
the current active protocol.

A concrete Protocol class must provide a set o methods that launch repli-
cation control actions. These methods are related to the opening and termina-
tion of database connections as well as to data updates, and are used by the ad-
vices of the MiddlewareApplicationInterface aspect, that acts as a context
[Gamma et al. 1994]. The advices are activated when the application calls the corre-
sponding methods in a JDBC connection.

We implemented two concrete Strategy classes as protocol variants. These ex-
amples conform to the replication control methods in [Holliday et al. 2000] and were
abstracted by SignOffProtocol and CheckOutProtocol concrete classes. As
discussed in section 3, each strategy can be applied to a different usage scenario. More-
over, additional strategies can be defined by the specialization of the Protocol class.

Therefore, the Strategy design pattern provides a flexible way to attach replication
control protocols to the system.

4.4. Concern 3 - The observation and handling of events in a distributed
environment

An important issue in distributed synchronization is the view each node has from relevant
events in the distributed system. In the protocol replacement problem tackled in our work,
the adaptivity mechanism has to be aware of the global state of application database access
sessions in order to determine whether some protocol replacement can take place or not.
The Observer design pattern fits to this requirement.

As the Observer described in [Gamma et al. 1994] is structured to work in a cen-
tralized architecture, an adaptation of this pattern was made in order to build a distributed



Observer. This adaptation, illustrated in Figure 3, was developed using the JGroups
framework [RedHat 2007], a group communication system. As illustrated by the object
diagram in Figure 3, the central idea is keeping both an Observer and a Subject instance
on each single node. All Observer instances observe all Subjects by the means of a group
communication system, abstracted by a class with the same name. From the group com-
munication perspective, Observer and Subject instances are distributed processes logically
composing a process group. Moreover, in order to implement the synchronization issues
mentioned in subsection 4.2, each node in the system would need to observe the same sets
of events and in the same order. So, we based our system on a Consensus-based agreement
[Hadzilacos and Toueg 1993] implemented on top of the group communication system.

Accordingly, each Subject is responsible to respond to the aspects from the
MiddlewareApplicationInterface running on its node. The corresponding ad-
vices inform the local Subject that one event, such as transaction initiation/termination,
data update or protocol replacement request, has occurred. That information is, in turn,
sent using the group communication system as a notification to all Observers running on
each node.

Once an Observer receives a notification that a relevant event has occurred in some
node of the system, it delivers this notification to a distributed agreement algorithm, and
this algorithm decides which action must be taken. Actions could be the detachment
of the current protocol and the attachment of a new one. Agreement ensures that those
actions are executed system wide consistently. That agreement was implemented with an
algorithm described in [Fritzke Jr. et al. 2008].

nodeGCS: GroupCommunicationSystem

nodeSubject: Subject

nodeObserver: Observer

Figure 3. A node’s instance of the distributed Observer design pattern.

4.5. Concern 4 - Consistency of the replication control mechanism
One important safety property of a meta protocol is that at any time in system’s execution,
any copy of an object is accessed by a transaction under control of only one replication
control protocol. In other words, each node with an object copy executes only one pro-
tocol at a given time. So, we implemented Protocol subclasses as defined by the
Singleton design pattern, allowing only one instance to be accessed by the system in a
given node.

In particular, we implemented a Singleton as proposed by Hannemann and Kicza-
les [Hannemann and Kiczales 2002]. As shown in Figure 4, any Protocol instance,
in our case either CheckOutProtocol or SignOffProtocol objects, has its refer-
ence managed by a SingletonProtocol aspect. In order to decouple the Protocol



code from the SingletonProtocol aspect, the aspect pointcut is defined in terms of a
Singleton interface (without methods) that has to be implemented by any Protocol
instance. By the means of an introduction defined in the SingletonProtocol as-
pect, it is defined that the Protocol subclasses implement the Singleton interface.
At every instantiation of a new subclass of Protocol, the aspect ensures that only the
same reference of the protocol instance is returned to the caller. When the meta protocol
replaces the current protocol, the aspect is accordingly updated.

advice

pointcut p(): call((Singleton+).new(..))...

SingletonProtocol

Singleton
<<interface>>

Protocol

p

Object _ad_(): p 

Figure 4. The Protocol instances are Singletons.

5. Case Study

This section presents some code snippets that clarify the benefits of the proposed aspect
and design pattern structure. Four scenarios are depicted: (i) an application request to
connect to the database, (ii) an update access on behalf of the application, (iii) an appli-
cation request to disconnect from the database and (iv) an application request to change
the current protocol for another one. To avoid verbosity we omitted not relevant code,
as exception handling, internal aspect and object state management, string manipulation,
among others. We used dots (...) to indicate the places of the suppressed code.

5.1. Database Connection

When a connection to the database is requested by the application, as shown below, the
MiddlewareApplicationInterface acts in order to forward the request to the
active replication control protocol.

// application’s request to connect to the database
Connection conn =

(Connection) DriverManager.getConnection(Url, User, Pwd);

As shown in the following code, that role of the aspect is defined by the
OpenConnection pointcut as well as by the corresponding after advice. The pointcut
excludes the interception of calls to getConnection() inside the Protocol class
and its subclasses, to avoid recursive treatments that could arise. We note that the meta
protocol is also treated as a local singleton object at any node of the system. The meta
protocol is asked to return a reference to the current protocol instance which is in turn
charged to treat the connection request.



public aspect MiddlewareApplicationInterface {
...
pointcut OpenConnection():

call(Connection DriverManager.getConnection(String, String, String))
&& !within(Protocol+);

...
after(String Url, String User, String Pwd) returning(Connection Conn) :

OpenConnection() && args(Url, User, Pwd){
Protocol p;
...

if(myMetaProtocol == null)
myMetaProtocol = MetaProtocoloSingleton.getMetaProtocolo();

...
p = Protocol.getProtocol();
p.connect(Url, User, Pwd, Conn);
...

}
}

By the means of the connect() method, the current replication control protocol
keeps its internal state to date with respect to active database sessions.

5.2. Database Update
A database access, as well as statements that initiate and terminate a transaction, are
submitted to the database management system by the means of a executeUpdate()
method call on a statement object provided by the JDBC API. In the code below, three
SQL statements are requested to the underlaying DBMS in order to start a transaction,
update data, and then commit the transaction.
// application’s update statements
Statement statement = (Statement) conn.createStatement();
statement.executeUpdate("START TRANSACTION");
statement.executeUpdate(

"UPDATE order SET dsc_order= ’product’s description’");
statement.executeUpdate("COMMIT");

In such a context the MiddlewareApplicationInterface aspect, which
defines an Update pointcut associated to executeUpdate() method calls, acts with
an around advice. That advice checks, inspecting the command string, if the statement to
be executed against the database is a START TRANSACTION, COMMIT or UPDATE
command. Distinct actions are taken according to the requested command, as shown by
the piece of code that follows.

In the case of a START TRANSACTION command, the meta protocol instance is
notified about the initiation of the transaction, such that a new active transaction is taken
into account for synchronization purposes. The knowledge about active transactions is
used when a protocol change is about to be processed. No protocol replacement can
occur until there is no active transaction on any node.

Under a COMMIT command, before the meta protocol proceeds with the com-
mand execution, it has to be sure that no ongoing protocol replacement is under
way. In that case, the transaction has to be aborted to ensure a safe execution of
adaptivity actions in spite of concurrent transactions. The TypeNotify object re-
turned by the myMetaProtocol.changeState(...) method encapsulates the



meta protocol decision. That procedure is specified by the meta protocol presented in
[Fritzke Jr. et al. 2008].

When an UPDATE command is submitted, the current protocol has to check if the
transaction has access to the data or not. In the former case, the executeUpdate()
method is allowed to proceed, otherwise, an exception is thrown to the application.
public aspect MiddlewareApplicationInterface {

...
pointcut Update():

call(int java.sql.Statement.executeUpdate(String))
&& !within(Protocol+);

int around(String Command, Statement s) :
Update() && args(Command) && target(s){

Protocol p;
...
// in case of a START TRANSACTION command
myMetaProtocol.changeState(

new Integer(info), TypeNotify.TRANSACTION_INITIATION);
...
// in case of a COMMIT command
TypeNotify t = myMetaProtocol.changeState(

new Integer(info), TypeNotify.TRANSACTION_TERMINATION);
...
// commit the transaction if there is no concurrent prototol
// replacement under execution
if(t.equals(TypeNotify.COMMITED)){

proceed(Command, s); // commit the transaction
// if a concurrent protocol replacement is under execution
// the meta protocol forces a roll back of the transaction
}else{

Command = "ROLLBACK"; // abort the transaction
proceed(Command, s);
...

}
// in case of a data UPDATE command, get a reference to the
// current protocol
p = Protocol.getProtocol();

// and execute the update according to the active replication control
if (p.update(...)) {proceed(Command, s);}
else {...} // throw an exception to the application

}

5.3. Database Disconnection
To close the connection the application calls the close() method on a Connection
object, as shown below.
// application’s request to disconnect from the database
conn.close();

The MiddlewareApplicationInterface aspect defines a pointcut asso-
ciated to close() method calls. A before advice takes care of the disconnection proce-
dures. Disconnection is requested to a Protocol object that ensures the meta protocol
will take into account the session that is being terminated.



public aspect MiddlewareApplicationInterface {
...
pointcut CloseConnection():

call(void Connection.close()) && !within(Protocol+);

before(Connection Conn): CloseConnection() && target(Conn){
Protocol p;
...
p = Protocol.getProtocol();
...
p.close();
...
}

}

5.4. Protocol Replacement Request
The replacement of the current protocol can be requested by the application at any node
through an invocation of the static changeProtocol(new_protocol) method
from the Protocol class. The argument identifies the new protocol that the application
wants to attach to the system.

// application’s request to change to a new replication control protocol
Protocol.changeProtocol(new_protocol);

The MiddlewareApplicationInterface aspect defines a point-
cut on the above method call. An around advice is then invoked to forward
the protocol replacement request to the node’s meta protocol instance. The
myMetaProtocol.changeState(p, TypeNotify.PROTOCOL_UPDATE)
method call requests a protocol update to the meta protocol. The latter interacts with the
Observer design pattern in order to consistently disseminate the protocol replacement
request among all nodes of the system. This is a blocking method call, and so, the
application will wait until an underlaying distributed agreement protocol ensures that all
nodes can safely install the new replication control protocol.

public aspect MiddlewareApplicationInterface {
...
pointcut ChangeProtocol():

call(void Protocol.ChangeProtocol(EnumProtocol))...;
...
void around(EnumProtocol p) : ChangeProtocol() && args(p){

...
if(myMetaProtocol == null)

myMetaProtocol = MetaProtocoloSingleton.getMetaProtocolo();
myMetaProtocol.changeState(p, TypeNotify.PROTOCOL_UPDATE);
...

}
}

5.5. Remarks
The MiddlewareApplicationInterface aspect allows both the replication con-
trol and the meta protocols to be highly decoupled from the application’s code. The
application code does not include any replication control concern. Also, with the excep-
tion of a protocol replacement request, no adaptivity action is handled by the application.



We also used the MiddlewareApplicationInterface aspect to decouple the ab-
stract Protocol class from the meta protocol implementation. This is relevant because
replication control and dynamic replacement of replication control protocols are also or-
thogonal concerns.

The tests we conducted with an application code similar to the pieces of code
shown in the previous subsections, allowed us to validate the implementation of our pro-
totype.

The pointcuts of the MiddlewareApplicationInterface aspect are
tightly coupled to the selected JDBC API methods. Even if this is not an application’s
programmer concern, the aspect has to be adapted if the application is based on other data
access patterns, as DAO (Data Access Objects) or object-relational mapping frameworks.
This variability of the data access interface was not treated in our work.

6. Related Work

In [Coelho et al. 2006], Coelho et al. propose and implement an Application Monitor
aspect pattern that is closely related to our MiddlewareApplicationInterface
aspect. The Application Monitor provides pointcuts associated to method calls on
application’s execution flow. The authors employ the Application Monitor aspect
pattern in application performance analysis and thread execution monitoring. Our
MiddlewareApplicationInterface aspect can be thought as another applica-
tion of that aspect pattern. We intended to focus on some methods of the JDBC API
and of our Protocol class, and so, it was implemented from scratch instead of as a
specialization of the Application Monitor aspect.

In a previous work [Tavares et al. 2006] was designed an AOP based solution for
implementing replication and concurrency control in a transparent way. That design used
aspects to handle database accesses in order to enforce concurrency control and update
disseminations on a mobile replicated database. The present work enhances the previous
design by the combination of aspects and design patterns, so that adaptivity mechanisms
could be implemented in a modular and flexible way. We can, with the architecture pro-
posed here, provide not only a variety of replication control strategies, but handle adap-
tivity with respect to replication control replacement.

The adaptation of replication techniques to particular application needs has been
subject of previous studies (e.g. [Drapeau et al. 2002, Armendáriz-Iñigo et al. 2007,
Yang and Li 2004]). As mentioned in [Drapeau et al. 2002], we understand that there
is no practical replication control protocol that fulfills all adaptation needs, even if it was
conceived to be parameterized. Moreover, we believe that runtime replacement of repli-
cation control is important to some applications and accordingly, adaptivity should be part
of database replication frameworks. Following the definition of adaptive programs found
in [Lieberherr et al. 1995], we consider that replication control is “adaptive” if the system
is able to dynamically replace a given replication control protocol with another one.

An early work by Garbinato et al. [Garbinato et al. 1996] proposed the use of the
Strategy design pattern to solve the problem of composition of reliable distributed sys-
tems. A distributed protocol is composed by protocol objects that may interact with other
remote objects in order to solve a distributed problem. They mentioned some limitations



of the use of inheritance alone to extend protocol stacks capabilities, in particular, with
respect to the need to change protocols at runtime, and show how the Strategy design
pattern can be used to overcome this limitation. A protocol module in a stack is imple-
mented as a context that is coupled to one or more concrete distributed algorithms, each
one encapsulated by a strategy. A context can be bound to several strategies objects at the
same time, and protocol messages have to be accordingly tagged so that different protocol
executions could be correctly handled by the context. We adopted a similar approach in
our work to solve concern 2. But, in contrast, we allow only one strategy to be active in
the system by defining protocols as singletons, and thus also solving concern 4. As most
of the research point to the need of strong safety properties on dynamic protocol update,
we believe that we provide a more clear structural solution for the consistent coexistence
of multiple protocols.

Kienzle and Guerraoui argue in [Kienzle and Guerraoui 2002] that aspect oriented
languages are limited in their utility when it comes to separate transactional mechanisms
from the functionalities of applications classes. The main issue presented by the authors is
that in the general case, it is impossible to completely decouple the semantics of applica-
tion classes from the semantics of transaction mechanisms implemented by aspects, being
only possible a “physical” separation of these components. That problem is associated to
exception handling, method semantics, restrictions on transaction synchronization and the
maintainability of the application, among other questions. However, the middleware we
are implementing connects aspects to the JDBC API, that in contrast to the general case,
offers a stable and well defined method interface, and thus allows a stable definition of
pointcuts.

In [Duzan et al. 2004], Duzan et al. present a middleware that allows to build
adaptive distributed object systems. The adaptivity actions allow to change quality of
service requirements when the system faces network degradation. Their middleware is
based on contracts and aspects. Contracts define operating regions that the system state
can visit when adaptivity actions are triggered. Aspects allow to intercept joint points on
the execution flow of a remote object invocation. Even considering the fact that we deal
with a different problem, replication control, we use aspects conceptually with the same
intention: to separate non functional concerns from the funcional application code. A
conceptual difference is the adoption of contracts in [Duzan et al. 2004]. In fact, contracts
could be used in our system to define “operating regions” in terms of isolation levels that
different replication stragies would need to fit in.

Rütti et al. present in [Rütti et al. 2006] an abstraction to compose adaptive pro-
tocol stacks based on service interfaces. To such interfaces can be bound executers and
listeners that handle, respectively, requests and, replies/notifications between layers. A
third element can be used implement adaptivity, the interceptors. Interceptors handle re-
quests, replies and notifications issued to an interface, and accordingly, are well suited to
accommodate protocol update synchronization code.

Chen et al. [Chen et al. 2001] propose an adaptive architecture in which adaptive
components (AC), representing protocol entities, are composed by internal adaptation-
aware algorithm modules (AAMs) and component adaptor modules (CAMs). AAMs
can be replaced on-the-fly within an AC, according to agreement on adaptivity events
conducted by the CAM. The architecture is build on top Cactus [Hiltunen et al. 1999],



an event based system that allows the structuring of configurable distributed systems.
AAMs and CAMs are implemented as Cactus micro-protocols and relevant events are
implemented by event handlers (procedures). So, in contrast with the service abstraction
[Rütti et al. 2006], the architecture offers a framework for adaptability on a event-driven
execution model.

To compare our architecture with both of the above works, it is important to notice
that both intend to support adaptive protocol stacks build from scratch. At most, old non
“adaptive aware” modules could coexist with the adaptable part of the system, but with-
out taking part of adaptivity actions. We focused on rendering adaptive legacy distributed
database applications, and for that, the use of aspects seems to be a better approach. As-
pects allow to associate new behavior with well defined join points of system modules,
no matter if they were conceived with adaptivity in mind or not. Also, as we did not treat
generic communication protocols, but replication control protocols, we believe that the
Strategy design pattern is a well known and adapted mechanism to allow interchangeabil-
ity of replication control protocols. Most replication control protocols have to handle the
borders of a transaction in execution (start and commit/rollback) and updates on replicated
data, and these operations can be well encapsulated by the Strategy design pattern. More-
over, our distributed Observer encapsulates the interception and treatment of agreement
problems, issues not clearly structured in [Rütti et al. 2006, Chen et al. 2001].

7. Concluding Remarks

A prototype of the architecture was implemented with the aim of validating both the use
of AOP mechanisms and the adaptivity requirements implementation. We used Java and
AspectJ languages, and the JGroups group communication system as the communica-
tion layer. The use of the prototype revealed the viability of the AOP plus design pat-
terns approach in a distributed environment, considering adaptation among two replicated
strategies, namely, sign-off and check-out replication modes. Future work should include
enhancements on the prototype, as the inclusion of new replication control strategies. The
AOP based approach to handle replication control and adaptivity should also be experi-
mented on other database access frameworks, as data access objects (DAOs) patterns and
object-relational systems.
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